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INTRODUCTION

During part of the summer of 1945 geological mapping of Carr town 
ship was carried out by the writer, and magnetometer lines were run utilizing the 
services of a geophysical party under the direction of Dr. A, Brant. Certain min 
ing companies also'furnished magnetometer results from some parts of the town 
ship. Diamond-drill cores from a number of drill-holes along the northern vol 
canics-sediments contact were studied in some detail. The writer has correlated 
all the available information and placed his own interpretations on the data at hand. 
Dr. Brant has supervised the plotting of many magnetic anomalies but is in no way 
responsible for the writer's summarized interpretations. This report is issued, 
pending the gathering of further data, in the hope that it will serve .to throw some 
light on this section of the Porcupine belt. Readers are also .referred to the Depart 
ment's preliminary reports on the Beatty1 and Beatty-Munro^ areas. The town 
of Matheson is situated on the south boundary of Carr township.

^

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Most of the township is overlain by a heavy mantle of unconsolidated 
materials, largely varved clays, silt, sand, and gravel. The rock outcrops are 
small and scattered. Pending further work in neighbouring areas, the Precambrian 
rocks are tentatively arranged as in the following table;

TABLE OF FORMATIONS 

Intrusives:

Olivine diabase, quartz diabase, diorite (east-west dikes). 
Diabase, quartz diabase (north-south dikes). 
Granite, quartz diorite, and related porphyries.

Volcanics:

Basic to intermediate lavas and flow breccias, with some 
spherulitic and amygdaloidal horizons; tuffs and 
agglomerates; gabbroic flows or sills;

Sediments:

Argillite, greywacke, arkose, quartzite, tuff.

1. H. S. Armstrong, Beatty Township (Field Season, 1945).
2. J. Satterly, Part of the Beatty-Munro Area (Field Season, 1944).
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The sediments are considered to be the oldest rocks exposed in the 
township and to occupy the entire area between the volcanic belts on the north and 
south, though the possibility of small bodies of granite or porphyry occurring with 
in the sedimentary belt cannot be overlooked. The assumption that the sediments 
occupy the area between the two major faults is based on the few outcrops, scatter 
ed drill data, and the geophysical results. Sedimentary rocks have been intersec 
ted in drill-holes along most of the sediments-volcanics contact section near the 
Carr-Wilkie township line, They have also been intersected in drill-holes in lot 12, 
concession HI, immediately north of the southern volcanic contact and major fault 
zone. A large block of arkosic sediments near the Black river on the south side of 
the concession II road in lot 8 is considered to be near its original bed-rock posi 
tion and probably indicates sediments in the immediate vicinity, which have been 
rendered more resistant to erosion by the large dike that traverses this section, 
Sediments are also to be found in an otherwise drift-covered area bordering this 
same dike in lot 2, concession IV, and near by in Beatty township. Several outcrops 
occur in the north-eastern part of Carr township at some distance from the volcanics 
contact, and there is a very small exposure in lot 5, concession V, near the road lead 
ing to Matheson, Apart from these few exposures, the sedimentary belt is believed 
to be entirely drift-covered.

The sediments seen were well bedded and of readily definable charac 
ter, though in places they were partially carbonated or altered to a pale-yellowish 
or bleached-looking j^ock seen best in drill cores. This rock contains a considerable 
amount of a secondary alteration mineral of flaky appearance, which may be either 
a mica or a talc. Other secondary minerals give rise to "spotted" rocks.

The .v.olcanic rocks of Carr township are-also very poorly exposed. 
Those of the northern belt are to be seen in a few places in lots l and 2, concession 
VI, but are more extensively exposed farther to the northwest in*Wilkie township, 
v/here they are intruded by granite and diabase, The volcanics of the southern belt 

re sporadically exposed along the Black river in lots i, 2, and 4 of concession I, 
r wo small exposures occur in lots 6 and 7, concession H, and there are remnants 
of volcanics in the granite on the outcrop in lot 8, concession I. Extending west 
ward from the Carr-Taylor township road in concession H, there are many expo 
sures of volcanic rocks in the vicinity of the large dike traversing the area,, Vol 
canic rocks have been intersected in drill-holes in lot 12, concession HI, Carr town- 
shit), and in the area near the Black river,

Wherever seen the volcanics were of intermediate to basic compos! - 
tioo, Poorly preserved pillow structures were seen in Carr township, but the only 
ones useful for too determinations were in Wilkie and Taylor townships.

Two major groups of intrusives are known to cut the sediments and 
volcanicso These are granitic and dioritic rocks, with their related porphyritic 
facies, and diabase and diorite dikes. The exposed rocks that would normally be 
called granite in the field are to be found in several places in concession I, Wilkie 
township, and in one small outcrop in Carr township on the boundary between lots 
2 and 3, concession VL The sediments on the north side of the large dike in lot 2, 
concession JTV, Carr township, are considerably granitized and are cut by several 
granitic stringers, Along the Black river in concession I there are small dikes of 
feldspar porphyry anc* Qf diorite and its porphyritic facies. The granitic and dior 
itic rocks are grouped together for want of other evidence of their age relations. 
Both intrude the older rocks but are cut by the north-south set of diabase dikes,

The diabase and gabbro dikes of post-granite age may be grouped into 
north-south and northeast-southwest trending sets, Scattered outcrops and magnetic 
surveys reveal the presence of a great number of diabase dikes trending almost north- 
south across the area and three large dikes trending diagonally across the township 
and bordering sections in a rough northeast-southwest direction, The latter are con 
sidered to be younger than the north-south set and to have certain compositional dif 
ferences.

The north-south dikes are largely quartz diabase, but those examined 
in thin section were by no means identical. Porphyritic dikes were mapped in two 
places. These show slender feldspar phenocrysts in a dark, fine-grained ground 
mass. The large east-west dike in Wilkie township and that on the Black river in 
the southeast corner of Carr township are diorite and quartz diabase, respectively 
It is possible that the latter is related to the north-south set of dikes in age, but fur-
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ther studies of the dikes will be necessary to establish such relationshipSo This 
dike is noteworthy because it contains a small percentage of garnet, The coarse 
central portions of the dike are equigranular in texture and might be termed horn 
blende diorite in the field, but thin sections show that it is a diabase,

The large northeast-southwest dike in the central part of the town - 
ship is an olivine diabase, which in thin section is characterized by the presence 
of pleochroic- tltaniferous augite. In the field this dike shows two major phases: 
(Da light-weathering phase, which shows a network or mesh of lath-like feldspars 
with interstitial dark ferromagnesian minerals; and (2) a dark nhase, which shows 
long, scattered feldspar phenocrysts in a more abundant dark ferromagnesian 
groundmass. The diJke readily weathers to a gravelly material, wnich has been 
used locally for a top dressing on foot-paths and even roads, though it decomposes 
too rapidly to be a good road material,

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

All the evidence obtained in the Carr township area and neighbouring 
sections visited by the writer indicates that the sediments are the oldest rocks and 
occupy an anticlinal position in the central part of Carr township flanked by the 
younger and overlying volcanic series, Except for the outcrops of sediments in 
lot 2, concession VI, the outcrops in Carr township afford no evidence of the struc 
ture. In this one case, well-developed fracture cleavage along with some evidence 
in the banded sediments that tops are toward the north, though the dip is to the south, 
indicate what is probably an overturned anticline plunging to the eastc In any case, 
as the major structure in this northern section is known to dip northward, this is 
only a minor f old.*-...To the east in the Beatty-Munro1 area, the major structure is 
overturned similar to this minor fold in Carr township. Outcrops in the adjacent 
townships reveal evidence that indicates a major anticlinal structure, with the sed 
imentary and volcanic series being in structural conformity. This evidence is based 
on pillow structures and flow breccia contacts in the volcanics and coarse cross- 
bedding in the sediments, The structural picture is in keeping with Satterly's find 
ings in the Beatty-Munro area.

Diamond-drilling along the northern sediments-volcanics contact re 
vealed dips of 600 to 65 N,, with the sediments facing north, While the contact is 
usually marred to some extent by faulting movements, the drill cores show sections 
were this is not so, the fault movements being wholly within the volcanic series, 
In these places there is a transition from the typical sediments through tuff and ag 
glomerate, in a few cases with some interbedding of argillaceous-looking rocks, 
into the lava flows and breccias, In one case a band of tuff, which is identical with 
that in the tuff-agglomerate zone, was found interbedded with the sediments at some 
distance from the main volcanic contact, While there has been considerable secon 
dary alteration of the tuffs and agglomerates, they are readily identifiable after a 
study of the tuff-agglomerate band as a unit because they are quite unlike either the 
normal sediments or the lavas that lie in the same zone and have been subjected to 
the same alteration processes, The evidence points to conformable stratigraphy cal 
relations between the sediments and volcanics, with a narrow transition zone of ex 
plosive materials and some interbedding.. It is also possible that during the main 
period of sedimentation there was some explosive volcanic activity as there are 
certain fine sediments that appear to have been derived at least in part from volcan 
ic asho

There is much less information on the southern contact relations in 
Carr township, but drilling in lot 12, concession HI, indicates that tuffaceous and 
agglomeratic rocks are associated with the "soapstone" zone along the sediments- 
volcanics fault contact, In the volcanic outcrops in lots l and 2, concession II, 
Taylor township there are fine examples of pillow lavas with the tops facing south; 
the flows dip 30O to 450 S, Diamond-drilling along the fault contact zone north of 
these volcanic outcrops yielded sections of sediments from the north side of the 
fault that show gradational bedding, indicating a tops-south attitude 02 The two series,

J Satterly, Part of the Beatty-Munro Area, 1944,
J. A Armstrong, Noah Timmins Exploration Company, personal
communication.
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therefore, appear to be in structural conformity at least The fault soapstone zone 
is known to dip at 45O to 70O S*, near the Carr-Taylor township line,

FAULTING

Two major faults traverse the map area in a general east-west di 
rection, one along the south and one along the north contact of the sedimentary belt. 
The southern fault zone is generally regarded as being the eastward extension of 
the "Porcupine" fault or break, The northern fault zone has been called the "Pipe- 
stone" fault*, which name should suffice until the break is lined up with others whose 
names antedate the present one,

In Carr township, to the writer's knowledge, the Porcupine fault zone 
has been probed by drilling only in lot 12, concession HI, but it has been drilled to 
the west for some distance into Taylor township. Drilling indicates a considerable 
width of soapstone developed from volcanic rocks lying immediately on the south of 
well-banded sediments. Carbonated lavas lie on the south side of the soapstone zone 
over some distance The carbonatization is believed to be earlier than the serpen 
tinization. The fault proper may lie between the soapstone and the carbonated lavas 
where there is considerable cavernous ground. The sediments do not appear to be 
altered to any extent even adjacent to the soapstone,,

The Pipestone fault zone has been drilled at intervals over a length 
of about five miles by Wilcarr Mines, Limited, The writer examined most of the 
core available in August, 1945., This study showed that the fault zone could be con 
sidered as a band of soapstone, which occurs, in general, in a tuff-agglomerate 
zone lying between the sediment and .lava series proper; it meanders through this 
zone, occasionally'cutting into the lava series proper and, rarely, into the sedi 
ments. The best soapstone is developed where the fault is in lavas or mixed lavas 
Rnd exolosive materials. The Pinestone fault appears to diverge from the contact 

n lot 10, concession I, Wilkie township, where the dip appears to have flattened 
3 300 or 35O N- In the northeastern part of Carr township the fault zone may split, 

lae main branch heading off toward Lady Maude lake, though its exact location is not 
known, and minor branches diverging into the sediments near the contact and probab 
ly along the contact,

Younger cross-faults such as are known throughout the Porcupine belt 
no doubt displace the Porcupine and Pipestone faults at several places, but there is 
no definite evidence of such faults displacing the major breaks in Carr township, 
That there are numerous more or less north-south trending faults elsewhere in the 
township is deduced from the behaviour of the diabase dikes, which may be deflect 
ed by or terminate at what appear to be old fault planes These are presumed to be 
ger orally pre-diabase in age, but in some instances, there have been post-dike move- 
- : :s along these old faults, Except where there is evidence of post-dike movements, 
t.-^ assumed faults are all shown on the preliminary map as pre-dike in age.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Carr township has potential economic importance because it lies along 
what is known as the eastern extension of the Porcupine gold belt,, The Porcupine 
fault or brealftraverses the southern part of the tcwnship, and the Pipestone iault 
traverses the northeastern part and the southern part of Wilkie0 There is still con 
siderable controversy as to the relationship of such major breaks to gold deposits. 
Nevertheless, a potential ore body may somewhere exist in the general area of these 
major breaks, though the fault zone itself is not generally a locus of deposition The 
intersections of cross-faults with the major breaks might be favourable places for 
ore deposition, though again there may be other controlling factors. Drilling is the 
only method of prospecting the area for gold deposits owing to the sparsity of out 
crops.

The Wilcarr Mines property lies along the Pipestone fault from the 
Carr-Beatty townshio line to the boundary between lots 10 and 11 in concession I,

\
lo Name applied by C, W, Knight, consulting geologist, TorontOo



Wilkie township This section has been nrobed by diamond-drilling. Evidence of 
mineralization was first found in the largest volcanic outcrop in lot 2, concession 
VI, Carr township, where quartz stringers and veins, with a maximum width of one 
foot, carrying pyrite, chalcopyrite, and carbonates cut carbonated volcanics.

So far as the writer is aware, the only drilling along the Porcunine 
break is at the west border of the townshio and near by in Taylor township. The 
drilling was carried out to intersect a stockwork of quartz veins that had been re 
vealed by a few pits in concession III of Carr and Taylor townships^ These show 
ed a large amount of quartz and considerable carbonate but only scant minerali 
zation,,

In former years drilling was carried out in the volcanics in lot 4, 
concession I, Carr township, near an old inclined shaft located at the present end 
of a long eastward-projecting arm of the Black river. The showing here appears 
to be a narrow quartz vein, carrying carbonate, chalcopyrite, pryite, and possibly 
bornite, in a narrow shear zone in hard, fine-grained volcanics and some grey 
feldspar porphyry. Exploratory diamond-drilling has also been carried on infor 
mer years in scattered parts of both the volcanic and sedimentary belts but the 
writer has no knowledge of the results,

GEOPHYSICAL INFORMATION

As much of the geological manning is based on the results of mag 
netometer surveys, owing to the great lack of outcrops, the accompanying pre 
liminary map of Carr township reveals the approximate geological contacts as 
they exist below the drift mantle of the area, which in general varies from about 
30 feet to 300 feet- The latter depth of overburden lies a short distance to the north 
of the Porcunine fault in the western part of the township. Along the Pipestone 
fault the drift mantle is generally between 30 and 130 feet deep, In the sections 
where diamond-drilling information, and the dips of the formations, were available, 
the geological contacts have also been plotted to the base of the drift.

The magnetometer surveys are of great value in locating the positions 
of most of the dikes that occur in the area and hence supply geological information 
not otherwise obtainable The behaviour of these dikes is sometimes of value in 
locating geological contacts as in some cases the dikes undergo a change in strike 
or dip on encountering contacts between the older formations or faults, As there 
are no recognizable differences in the magnetic fields over these contacts andfaults 
in Carr township, the behaviour of the dikes sometimes affords a means by which 
the contacts of the sediments and volcanics, granite, and faults can be located. In 
Taylor township, the Porcupine fault shows up on a magnetic profile as a slight 
hump, but eastward in Carr township this relationship may be masked by the pre 
sence of dikes, though in some places where there are no dikes known there is no 
such increase in magnetic intensity over the fault zone nor over the diverse border 
ing formations,

Where there are no dikes along the Pipestone fault, there is no change 
in the magnetic intensity over the sediments, volcanics, granite, or fault zone except 
near the east side of the area where magnetic horizons appear in the volcanics close 
to or at the sediments-volcanics contact These horizons are readily traceable east 
ward into Beatty township for at least a mile and may represent magnetic horizons 
related to the spherulitic lavas, which occur in small amounts in Carr and Wilkie 
townshins but are commonly found farther east and are known to be strongly magne 
tic.

There do not appear to be any magnetic minerals associated with the 
soapstone zones in Carr township, though these zones are known to be magnetic in 
other townships of the Porcupine belt.

February 9, 1946,
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